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Diggers At Work Big Trucks
"Four big Caterpillar trucks and diggers are parked inside this book! Curious toddlers will enjoy finding the pull-out vehicles and matching
them to the trucks and diggers in each scene"--P.[4] of cover.
Find Dump Trucks, Excavators, Cranes, Tractors, Steam Rollers, Cement Trucks, and Much More in this big fun coloring book by Happy
Harper! In this book you will find: 2 sets of 20 fun designs for 40 total coloring pages. Perfect for sharing between kids or trying new colors
on the same design! 8.5" x 11.5" page sizes to ensure that your child's illustrations can be as big and bright as possible! Age-appropriate
illustrations so you can let your child color worry-free! High quality single sided pages so there is no bleeding onto the next illustration!
Suitable for all skill levels so everyone can enjoy! A great gift for any occasion! A special bonus inside that includes even more coloring
pages! Grab Your Copy now!
This photo-illustrated book for early readers describes different types of fire trucks and how they are each suited for fighting fires in
different areas. Includes photo glossary and labeled diagram.
Construction Vehicles Coloring Book - Fun And Education For Kids! Make the perfect gift for anyone who loves coloring! Enjoy this
Construction Vehicles Coloring Book for kids who want learn more about construction work. Click the cover to reveal what's inside! About
this book: * 25 full pages drawings of excavator, dumper, crane, dozer and more, * Printed on high quality solid white paper, * Easily color
with crayons, colored pencils or colored pens, * Beautiful designs appropriate for all ages, Put a SMILE on your child face! Scroll up and
BUY NOW!
Magazine with Heavy Equipment in Site - Excavator, Crane, Dumper, Dozer, Tractor, Trucks, Digger for Kids Ages 2-4 4-8
Big Bigger Biggest Trucks and Diggers - With DVD
Construction Vehicles Coloring Book
Dump Trucks Haul!
Bulldozer's Big Day
Start up the engine, blow the horn and start digging! Imagine yourself in the operator's seat of a tractor, a giant excavator, a landfill
compactor, a wheel loader and a massive off-highway truck. Big Noisy Trucks and Diggers brings the construction site right into your hands.
Plus, this is the fixed format version, which will look almost identical to the print version. Additionally for devices that support audio, this ebook
includes a read-along setting.
Introduces loaders and describes the jobs they do.
Big Noisy Trucks and DiggersChronicle Books
Celebrate diversity, math, and the power of storytelling! When sisters Usha and Aarti look up at the stars, they see different things. Aarti sees
the Big Dipper, but Usha sees the Big DIGGER. And cousin Gloria sees the Big Kite! Could they all be right? A playful introduction to
geometry and spatial relationships, featuring Indian American characters and a note about cultures and constellations. Storytelling Math
celebrates children using math in their daily adventures as they play, build, and discover the world around them. Joyful stories and hands-on
activities make it easy for kids and their grown-ups to explore everyday math together. Developed in collaboration with math experts at STEM
education nonprofit TERC, under a grant from the Heising-Simons Foundation.
Pickup Trucks
For Kids Toddler Boys and Girls Ages 1 2 3 4 5 Who Love Trucks, Diggers and Dump Trucks
Trucks and Diggers
Monster Diggers

The largest diggers are extreme excavators. Some have buckets wider than houses or multiple buckets attached to
spinning wheels. These diggers dominate the scene at many construction sites and surface mines. Let them
dominate your reading time!
Trucks and Diggers showcases some of the hardest-working vehicles around, from 'big rigs' and bulldozers to snow
blowers and backhoes. The most impressive features and feats of each truck are highlighted, while action photos
show the trucks hard at work. There are 'Stats & Facts' boxes loaded with technical details, a glossary that explains
specific terminology and technology and a 'Did you know?' section that includes little-known facts about each truck,
digger and work vehicle. Find out about... A monster Oshkosh blower that can shift over 5,000 tonnes of snow an
hour. The Peterbilt 379 road truck, a truck with a bedroom in the back. The Mack road train, a beast used to haul
goods across the deserts of Australia. A giant Komatsu bulldozer that tears up ground in mines and quarries around
the world.
More mighty machines in full color for the kids who love them.
Exciting photographs are paired with cool facts and simple explanations in this earthmoving ABC. Kids love trucks
and diggers and this alphabet book has all their favorites, from the speedy skid steer loader to the giant 797 offhighway truck (one of the biggest trucks in the world!). Seeing real Cat machines at work, digging, hauling,
dumping, and lifting, puts young readers right there on the construction site in the middle of the action. (No hard
hats necessary!)
Big Trucks
Construction Dreams a Bedtime Story
Little Excavator
Monster Dump Trucks
Diggers at Work
Little Excavator wants to help the big rigs transform a vacant lot into a neighborhood park, but
he's too small. Then he finds a job that's a perfect Little E-sized task.
Machines with monster qualities build skyscrapers and ships, move mounds of earth, and stand out
in any setting. See some of the largest and strongest machines out there in this series for
beginning readers. Behold the mechanical beasts!
What Do Construction Trucks Dream About? Cuddle up and find out what construction trucks do
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during the day and what they dream about at night in this delight filled bedtime storybook for
preschoolers & toddlers. Does your little one like the deep rumbles of hard working construction
trucks and adore all truck books and construction stories? Then dig in for some fun in the new
bedtime book Digger Dreams! On the construction site the trucks work hard and your little ones
will find out exactly what they do during the day. But at night when they turn off and tuck
themselves in with their teddy bears they dream of leading very different, fun lives. Every
Child Should Learn How To Dream Big Dreams can be anything you want! And these construction
vehicles dream big about...a superhero, a race car, and a dinosaur are just a few of the dreams
they dare to dream, and your child will be part of the fun as they try to guess what they are
dreaming about becoming in this cute construction book. Babies, Toddlers & Preschool Aged
Children The authors wrote this construction bedtime story for toddlers and 3-5 year olds in
mind because as well as the rhyming text the trucks story is educational and interactive because
they have to guess what the diggers and dump trucks are dreaming about. However, it is suitable
for babies and toddlers, and any age because it is an endearing bedtime story and research shows
that it is important to read to children of all ages. Educational Storybook Promoting
Imagination & Creativity Digger Dreams is a well written rhyming storybook for children. The
rhyming text in this construction books for kids helps children improve their overall oral
language skills, as well as teaching them how language works, the rhythm of language, and
prepares them to make predictions.It promotes creativity as well as the educational element of
learning about construction vehicles. Most importantly it helps to expand their imagination and
that is what Digger Dreams is all about- using your imagination! Beautiful, Vivid, and Adorable
Illustrations Kids Will LOVE Are all hand drawn and then colored just like real animation,
because that Is the quality the authors wanted for this delightful dump truck and digger book
for toddlers. The authors worked closely with the illustration team to ensure the special
details that make this construction storybook interactive as well as entertaining.About The
AuthorsDeborah Mossman and Nancy Mossman are sisters and the creative team in their company
Button and Twink Studios. They have over 20 years' experience working with children as preschool
teachers, television producers, and running a playland and theme party business. Over the years
while working with children they have written many scripts and craft books for preschool
children.In 2013 they started developing children's educational apps. With over 6 million
downloads worldwide their apps are enjoyed by children all over the world.Writing children's
books has always been a dream of ours and Construction Dreams was an idea many years ago, and
after writing it together in 2015 they are proud to be releasing it as the first book in the
Dream Series.Construction Dreams is the first book in the Dream Series and the Construction
Series, and you can find these construction trucks in the new release and the second book in the
series...Construction ABC. Tuck your little ones in at night with a story that is sure to become
a beloved favorite bedtime story for kids because giving your children the chance to dream is
the best gift of all. As our FREE gift to you for showing your support we have also included a
FREE Kindle version when you order the paperback. So scroll up and grab your copy of
Construction Dreams Bedtime Book For Toddler: Children's Book For Boystoday!
Diggers come in all sizes and can dig very deep holes. The biggest digger weighs more than one
million pounds! Find out how the different parts of this machine work together to dig into the
ground.
My Big Book of Trucks and Diggers
Let's Get Driving
Loaders / Palas Cargadoras
Cute and Fun Dinosaur and Truck Coloring Book for Kids & Toddlers - Childrens Activity Books Coloring Books for Boys, Girls, & Kids Ages 2-4 4-8
Digger, Dozer, Dumper

Sixteen boisterous, rhyming poems — each one highlighting the job and personality of a different vehicle, from a backhoe
to an ambulance to a snowplow — invite young children to meet their favorite trucks face-to-face. Cheerful illustrations
show each one in action, digging (or dozing, or dumping) away. Engaging visual details like an anxious turtle crossing the
street just ahead of a steamroller are sure to keep preschoolers poring over the pages as they consider the question,
“Trucks as far as eyes can see. . . . Which truck would you like to be?”
As an old building is demolished, the reader is invited to push buttons on the attached panel to experience the sounds of
an excavator, a track loader, and an articulated truck at work.
Bulldozers! Excavators! Dump trucks! All of the very biggest trucks are in here! This book offers an up-close look at ten
amazing machines that dig, scoop, lift, and more. Toddlers will also learn the words for all of the very important parts that
help the big trucks and diggers go.
This book explores powerful diggers and the important jobs they do in the community, including moving masses of earth
and creating holes for poles.
Diggers, Dumpers, Cranes, Tractors, Bulldozers and Excavators and Trucks for Boys and Kids
Load, Lift, Dig, and Dump with 100 Down-and-Dirty Puzzles
Dig Dig Digging
Diggers
Fire Trucks
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Fearing that his birthday has been forgotten when all of his friends spend the day busily
working, an increasingly glum little Bulldozer discovers a construction site surprise at the end
of his day. Illustrated by the Caldecott Medal-winning artist of My Friend Rabbit.
Simultaneous eBook.
With full-color photos of real trucks and diggers, this book puts young readers in the
operator's seat.
Photographs and sound buttons present the sights and sounds of a construction site.
Kids love trucks and diggers, and with the help of full color photographs featuring rugged
Caterpillar machines, these budding little contractors will love learning colors, too!
Usha and the Big Digger
Dump Truck Dave . . . the Big Storm
Dinosaurs, Diggers, And Dump Trucks Coloring Book
The Little Blue Digger and the Strongest Truck - a Mighty Construction Site Story for 2-5 Year
Olds
My First Trucks and Diggers
"My name's Heavy Black. I'm here to flatten the road," boomed the new arrival. "By the way, I'm the strongest
truck in Builders Town." But Strong Green doesn't agree. Isn't she the strongest truck in Builders Town?! And so a
feud starts between the strong bulldozer and the heavy steamroller. But the other team members soon get tired
of listening to the arguing and Little Blue hatches a plan to teach the boastful pair a lesson. Young readers and
their parents will enjoy the comical results as the plan unfolds and the two bickering trucks are finally taught to
appreciate each other's differing strengths! The Little Blue Digger books are a series of beautifully illustrated
construction site stories for 2 - 5 year olds. They will be loved by young fans of construction site vehicles, who
enjoy watching different diggers and trucks at work! Readers will get to know Little Blue (a very little excavator),
Big Yellow (a slightly stern backhoe), Strong Green (a hard-working bulldozer), Tall Orange (a wobbly crane) and
Wide Red (a slightly vain dump truck). Fun and entertaining stories for children and parents to enjoy together, The
Little Blue Digger books also carry gentle and important messages of friendship, inclusion and acceptance of
differences. They are perfect for reading aloud at bedtime! Illustrations The characters in The Little Blue Digger
series are brought to life by illustrator, Branislav Gapic, who gives each of the vehicles its own charming
personality. Branislav starts by drawing and coloring the pictures by hand and then he filters them in Photoshop to
achieve a unique, child-friendly style. Intended for young readers, the pictures are simple and colorful, but they
also contain additional fun details that will amuse young children and encourage discussion. See if you can spot
the grumpy traffic cone that just had a rock bounce off his head in The Little Blue Digger or the hydrant who is so
cold he can only spurt ice cubes in The Little Blue Digger and the Christmas Tree! About The Author Harriet
Tuppen recently left her corporate role to work from home and spend more time with her three children. Having a
little more time on her hands (though not nearly as much as she'd expected!), she thought it would be fun and
meaningful to write a book for her littlest one's 3rd birthday. What does little Oliver like...' Diggers...check!
Anything blue...check! And so The Little Blue Digger series was conceived. Harriet really hopes that you enjoy
reading The Little Blue Digger stories with your young reader(s) as much as she enjoys reading them with Oliver
and his sisters! Scroll up to get your copy of The Little Blue Digger and the Strongest Truck !
Rumble! Roar! Beep! Kaboom! If you're the kind of kid who can't resist a construction site--the roar of big trucks,
giant piles of dirt, and super-tall cranes lifting bundles of steel high in the air--this book is for you! Inside, you'll
find 100 all-new puzzles, starring diggers, loaders, dumpers, lifters, and many more kinds of work vehicles. You
can bulldoze your way through a maze, dump a load of letters into a crisscross, mix up some words in a scramble,
or load the correct answer in a math puzzle. There are codes to crack, dots to connect, and words to criss-cross.
Get behind the wheel with fun puzzles like: Floating Cranes Junk Pile Giant Jobs Twisted Skidders Push Me, Pull You
Put on your hard hat, grab a pencil, and join us at the construction site.
This coloring book is for children and boys who love Construction Vehicles: Diggers, Dumpers, Cranes, Tractors,
Bulldozers and Excavators and Trucks. Description of Book: ① This book contains 35 high quality drawings of
various Construction Vehicles. ② Simple and perfect images for kids, boys and even adults. ③ Thick outlines and
large areas for color. ④ Every page has a one image plus another white page for Redrawing. Get a copy of this
coloring book and start learning today! Coloring is fun for kids and has a lot of benefits including: ✓Improves fine
motor skills. ✓Prepare children for school. ✓Contributes to improved handwriting. ✓Color awareness and
recognition. ✓Improves focus and hand eye coordination. This book is for: ◆Coloring book for children from 3-12
years ◆Coloring book for kids ◆Coloring book for toddlers ◆Coloring book for boys ◆Coloring book for girls
◆Birthday gift toddler ◆Preschool birthday gift ◆Coloring books for children ◆Coloring book for toddlers ◆Activity
book toddler ◆Truck Coloring Book ◆Construction Vehicles Coloring Book ◆Digger Coloring Book
Simple rhymes introduce such large vehicles as dump trucks, fire engines, and tractors, and describe the work
that they do. On board pages.
Big Yellow Trucks and Diggers
Big Noisy Trucks and Diggers Demolition
C is for Construction: Big Trucks and Diggers from A to Z
Bigger Digger
Where Do Diggers Sleep at Night?

These tough vehicles can transport materials for work or play. A digger can load a pickup truck with dirt,
or a pickup truck can tow a boat on its hitch. Kids will find out how these machines are useful in our
everyday lives.
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Find out about trucks of all shapes and sizes -- from road rollers to wheel loaders.
Introduces dump trucks and describes the jobs they do.
Hands-on fun awaits you and your toddler as you learn about trucks and diggers with 'My First Trucks
and Diggers.' Packed with colourful pictures and activities, your toddler will love discovering familiar
vehicles with this tactile board book.
Big Trucks and Diggers Super Sticker Activity Pack
The Everything Kids' Dump Trucks and Bulldozers Puzzle and Activity Book
Dump Trucks and Other Big Machines
A Fun Activity Book for Kids Filled With Big Trucks, Cranes, Tractors, Diggers and Dumpers (Ages 4-8)
Giant Diggers
"Simple text and supportive full-color photographs introduce young readers to fire trucks. Intended for
kindergarten through third grade"--Provided by publisher.
Truck-obsessed toddlers will want to make the diggers, tractors, fire engines, and more featured in this funfilled construction tale part of their nightly bedtime routines! Discover what bedtime looks like for the
snowplows, dump trucks, giant cranes, and more that dot the pages of this irresistible construction story. Just
like you and me, the vehicles in this story get tuckered out after a long day of hard work and need to quiet
down and settle in for sweet dreams. Young readers will surely identify as these trucks ask for one more story
while their parents sing them a goodnight song and send them off to bed. With a sweet rhyme scheme and an
illustration style that’s perfect for nighttime rituals, Where Do Diggers Sleep at Night? and its things-that-go
companions—Where Do Steam Trains Sleep At Night?, Where Do Jet Planes Sleep At Night?, Where Do
Speedboats Sleep at Night?, and Where Do Diggers Celebrate Christmas?—will leave vehicle-loving kids
snuggled up and satisfied.
This title is part of the "My First Picture Book" series: perfect for every toddler to help encourage language
skills, understanding, enjoyment and sharing. These books are a bridge between board books and picture
books; printed on toddler-tough card with rounded corners. Big lorry, quarry lorry, splish, spash, Muck.
Quarry lorry, Big lorry, slip, slide stuck! So begins a disastrous day at the quarry, as lorry, truck and little
digger all find themselves stuck in the mud. Can Bigger Digger save the day? This is a tongue-twisting,
rhyming romp that will have little readers shouting out the words.
"This oversize picture book arranges CAT earthmovers in terms of size-a system well suited for kids. It covers
12 machines listed in ascending order. All share the common purpose of moving the earth by lifting, pushing,
digging, or scooping"--Provided by the publisher.
Hide-and-Seek: Big Trucks and Diggers
Big Noisy Trucks and Diggers

Dump Truck Dave and his smaller dump truck mates are always being teased by the larger
dump trucks because of their size. This all changes when a huge storm hits Barcoo mine.
Dave, along with his mates, comes to the rescue and save the larger trucks from drowning.
This sticker-filled activity pack offers truck-loving kids a chance to practice important
school-related skills, to be creative, and to learn about their favorite big machines,
too! This Super Sticker Activity Pack includes: More than 300 reusable stickers featuring
real Caterpillar machines and all sorts of construction equipment, tools, and signs. An
activity book with sticker and coloring activities. Four large fold-out scenes for
imaginative play with reusable truck and digger stickers.
Photographs and simple text introduce early readers to the parts and functions of
diggers.
Presents information on massive industrial diggers, illustrated with photographs of
different models towering over people, vehicles and landscapes.
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